1996 isuzu trooper alternator

It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Seems to
test ok. I am just gonna replace the alternator! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On
Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What
Edmunds Says Pros. March in Isuzu. March I really hope someone can help me with this. I have
a Isuzu Trooper with 2. I love my Isuzu! It kicks butt! The problem I am having is this I keep
going thru alternators. In the last few months, I have gone thru 3 of them. It's really starting to
get frustrating. When they start to go bad, I notice a humming squeak like noise. Like the
brushes are rubbing inside. Then from there, I notice my truck having more difficulty in starting
from the lack of power in my battery. It is obvious that my alternator isn't proving the power to
my battery to start like it should. I did replace my battery with a new one, and still the problem
persists. One thing I did notice is that it is more relevant in the cold. I do have fuses attached to
everything powered by the battery. So to protect against surges or whatever problem may arise
power wise. I am thinking that if there is a short somewhere causing my alternator to go bad,
wouldn't a fuse blow? Anyhow, thank you for taking the time to listen what I have to say. If there
is anyone out there who can help me with this, it would be greatly appreciated Thanks, Tracy It
sounds like you have an excessive load on your alternator that comes and goes when it
pleases. I would find all the wires that are visible, start near the alternator, search the engine
compartment then look under around the frame all the way back. Since you did not mention
smelling smoke or roasting plastic wire insulation, I expect the problem is not inside the
Trooper. Do you have a trailer hitch wiring adapter? Those can sometimes go bad and cause
excessive loads and strange behavior of other lights in the dash etc.. Hi, All the symptoms you
describe all relate to the alternator going bad and the resulting low voltage. There were two
alternators used, one with higher output than the other. You want to make sure you are getting
the right one, or upgrade to the larger alternator if you find that there are no other problems like
Boxtrooper refers to. Make sure when you attach the battery wire to the alternator that the
terminal is not touching the alternator housing after you tighten it. Good luck. Thanks a bunch
for replying to my post. There were a couple things I did forget to mention. When my alternators
went bad, I would have them checked at my local auto store for amperage. One thing that was
noticeable, is that one alternator had lover voltage compared to the other that had more voltage
then the norm. I do have a fairly nice stereo with a somewhat high power amp attached to it. Is it
possible to add a higher power alternator to my truck? Note: Measure your battery box before
ordering, I have use the Lifeline battery and an inverter to let my kids watch two movies and
then the news while powering a fish aquarium every night for a week after a big ice storm. April
Hmm try the Ford section, should be under the pickup-section. You may also want to try Got a
Quick, Technical Question? Today i was driving my truck and it look like my transmission failed
because while driving i started noticing that when i pressed the gas it would make a noice like if
the transmission dragged a little,and it would do it only when you came to a complete stop and
would try to get speed again so at that time i tried to check the oil level but couldnt fing a stick
gage. I look at the bottom of the truk i found some transmission oil leakage very minor,it
covered the pan but not leaking in excess or anything do you think is a transmission failure or
maybe it could be a broken seal or not enough fluid in the pan.. You probably lost enough fluid
to overheat it. I'd get it drained and filled and go from there. December My 95 Trooper 3.
Ocassionally the check trans lights would start flashing along with the air bag light. The tranny
would barely start moving and the alt. It would dissappear when slowed down engine RPM's
were down then start running perfect. I changed the alternator and it cured everything. Too
much voltage was being produced. Yeah, my first alternator gave me fits too but once I changed
it and cleaned up PS it is fine Welcome to the forum, it is a good place with nice people January
Wow, a site for Troopers! I hosed the car from hood, tested again, still no sign of short.
Attached the NEG and a voltmete: Battery still at Still Thanks for your help. Yes, I would say that
your alternator is bad. Once you have changed the alternator, hopefully the clanking will be
gone. If it is a true clanking sound, you may be able to isolate it by carefully using a long
screwdriver by placing the tip on various engine parts and placing your ear on the handle I am
thinking you have a 4 cylinder, so if you don't know the history, you could have a bad timing
belt, or tensioner bearing, or other part that is bad. I think the timing belt is only good for about
miles on your trooper. The clanking sound is usually a symptom when the hydraulic tensioner
is bad. I am more familiear with the V6 though. Let us know what you find and keep us posted!
Lot of nice people here that like to help. I seem to be having a similar problem. I noticed some
goop all over what I believe to be the power steering pressure hose. Did you figure out that all
the goop from the leak caused the demise of your alternator? Any info or advice you have
would be greatly appriciated! Hi, thought I would offer my 2 cents worth here. It is a pretty
common complaint that PS oil leaking onto the alternator due to its location underneath is why
they fail. Given the Isuzu propensity for strange electrical problems, it is wise to replace the

hose or the washers at the joint if that is where it is leaking. Getting a good name brand
alternator or a reliable rebuild on your old one is important too. Seems like a lot of owners that
get the neighborhood part store rebuild have problems earlier on than those that go with
original or Bosch. HTH One guys opinion! June Hi all, Glad to find fellow Trooper fans! I have a
95 Trooper LS with K miles on it. Driving today the "check transmission" warning light started
blinking while we were driving at a slow speed. After I stopped and read the owners manual,
sure enough I had to start in L and manually shift to get home thankfully only a few miles.
Apparently the computer when sensing a problem automatically bumps you into the manual
mode. I checked the level and color of the transmission fluid and it was dirty and seemed low
which leads me to believe it just needs a flush I have had the car for almost 10 years and don't
recall ever doing this. This is our first "problem" with the car since we have owned it and I am
hoping it is only the transmission fluid. Any suggestions or other ideas? Hi, my trooper 3. Went
out got back in the car turned the key just clicked. Tried jump starting, no luck. Called out a
mechanic started car but batteries very low in charge, meter had said 8 volts previously.
Charged up batteries started the next day. Yesterday got in turned key nothing! I suspect
alternator. Mechanic came out again brought auto electrician alternator seems to be charging! I
use my car for going up and down to farms. Could wet and crap have got in and be discharging
the charge from the alternator? If I get a new one I have been told to make sure I get the right
one as otherwise olil pipes will not match up? I tow horses and cannot have it break down on
me with them. Generally speaking,it is not a good practice to get a flush if the trans has that
many miles. It seems to lead to problems like sticking valves and future problems, since a flush
has a tendency to loosen deposits but not get them all out.. It is better to do a filter change and
fluid change and do it again in 10, miles. You did well to get that many miles with no attention. If
it does not, then it is alternator. Japanese wired the system so if alt quits, most unnecessary
accessories don't work. The alt is mounted in the worst place,down low on engine, not hard to
change but it is exposed to water from splashing and mud since it is so low. Usually not a
problem unless you go offroad or are in mud and rain a lot. There is a shield on it, but it is not
very big. If the engine starts, the indicator lights often light up illogically if it is the alternator
too. Brake warning, ABS, etc light up too. Rebuild alts are fine if OEM or Bosch. Still not cheap,
but at least they work right with Isuzus. HTH one guys opinion. Had a look at the terminal on the
alternator and a wole load of rusty mush came out. I suspect that it is the problem. We have wet
cold here in Scotland!! Many thanks again. Will change it. Cheers Kayreen. Many thanks I am
going to replace the alternator!! I cannot have it deciding when to go and not go!! Best wishes
Kayreen. I have an 86 trooper I just bought yesterday. When they are on, my tester says the
alternator is only putting out 11 volts. Supposedly the alternator was JUST rebuilt days ago. Is
tthis simply an alternator problem or could it be something else in the system? It sounds like a
bad alternator to me. Even fresh out of the box, some alts are not right. There are diodes in the
alt that can be bad and the alt will still test as OK. Getting a quality rebuild on the alt is generally
necessary Your year has two style of alt If your voltage regulator is outside, that is likely the
cause Make sure though, that the ring terminal on alt is not close to or grounding on alt case.
Very commom problem when installing and tightening terminal nut. If it is OK, then above would
apply. Part nos. Had a world of pain with my Troop which developed a weird engine fault which I
assumed to be fuel related. Would run fine then start to shudder and some time stall at low revs.
Had the fuel pump tested by bosch specialist who then fitted a new actuator, same problem was
back within 2 weeks. All fuel lines checked and even tank replaced. It may be a coincidence but I
have replaced the battery twice on this troop and with a new battery there seems to be no
noticeable engine issue. Then it comes back after a few weeks. Vehicle has been used very little
over last couple of years hence the new batteries, I didn't keep them charged up! Any thoughts
anybody???? I assume I can then stick a multimeter on there and check if its OK or not. Ive had
two different opinions on its performance from 2 different engineers: RAC guy said alternator
was not charging correctly, guy at the battery shop stuck his meter on there and said alternator
was fine!. Ive also noticed that the tensioner is a pain in the [non-permissible content removed]
on this vehicle, after tensioning belt is back to squeeling after just a few days. November March
edited March Most certainly a failing internal regulator will exhibit the behavior you are
experiencing. The only exception to this would be if you removed the battery and the alt was
running the systems, in which case the regulator would spike all over the place as loads
changed and it had no baseline 12 Volt signal from the battery. Never disconnect a battery from
a running ECM controlled vehicle of any brand. It can have disastrous results. HTH One guys
opinion. May Does this sound like the alt?? Anyone else Having this problem besides me and
ostrander. Thanks Vince. Based on the symptoms you describe, and knowing that Isuzu's are
very voltage sensitive, you really need to check your connections and vehicle grounds to make
sure they are good. You don't say what year and model you own, but if a 97 Trooper, then the

regulator is internal to the alternator, and you may wish to get a new one. Use caution in buying
one as the unique construction of the alternator and quality must be good to insure the voltage
and circuits work properly. There are many horror stories about new alternator problems or
failures I am one of those that experienced it due to bad rebuilt quality or parts. Thank's
atfdmike, I think this will help. I'm taking it in today and will leave it with the shop for a couple of
days to see if they can determine the cause. I'll let you know what I find. Vince By the way it is a
97 3. Ok I've had the Trooper back for a couple of weeks and everything is running great! So the
alternator was the problem. Thanks for your quick response and help atfdmike. Great news!
Thanks for posting your results, as it helps others down the road too! October My 96 Trooper Se
will not hold a charge. Mechanic replaced the alternator 3 times and none held a charge. This
vehicle has been going through alternators every year and now none are working. Please help!!!
It will indicate it is charged and shortly the battery is totally drained. Native71 Arizona Posts: 1.
Sign In or Register to comment. Choose Qu We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest
version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports.
Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Alternator part. Shop Isuzu Trooper
Alternator. Showing 1 - 3 of 3 results. Sort by:. Part Number: MPA Guaranteed to Fit. Core
Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: AC Alternator Isuzu Trooper S 6 Cyl 3. Page 1 of 1 Showing 1
- 3 of 3 results. Featured Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers. Helpful Automotive Resources.
Bad Alternator vs. Bad Battery The battery, on th
1989 ford f 350
2010 ford fusion manual
1999 ford taurus fuse box
e other hand, supplies electrical energy to your car when the engine is off. Also, the battery
provides the current needed to energize the starter, which then cranks the engine to get it
running. Automotive professionals break down no-start situations into two separate categories:
crank-no-start and no-crank-no-start. The alternator accomplishes these tasks through
electromagnetic inductionâ€”a phenomenon that generates electrical current from a magnetic
field. P Code: System Voltage Low All electrical components in your car need a power source in
order to work. When the engine is off, the battery is responsible for supplying the car with the
electrical current it needs to power certain functions. Why are My Headlights Flickering? If your
headlight keeps going out while driving, here are the most common reasons why: Failing Bulb.
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